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1. INTRODUCTION
We shall consider sums of the form
S(D, q1 , q2)= :
q1 |D|<n<q2 |D|
\Dn + ,
where D belongs to the set F of fundamental discriminants different from 1,
q1 , q2 # Q; 0q1<q2<1. (1.1)
Let r be the least common denominator of q1 and q2 , and
/=/D=\D} + .
It follows from the result of Szmidt, Urbanowicz, and Zagier [5] that if
D # F and (D, r)=1 we have
S(D, q1 , q2)=:

c B1, / , (1.2)
where the sum is over all primitive characters  with conductor f such
that
f | r and (&1)=&/(&1), (1.3)
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B1, / is the generalized first Bernoulli number attached to the character /,
and c=c(D, q1 , q2) are given explicitly. In particular, for all  satisfying
(1.3)
c(D, 1&q2 , 1&q1)=/(&1) c(D, q1 , q2), (1.4)
c(D, 0, 1&q2)=&/(&1) c(D, 0, q2), (1.5)
c(D, q1 , 1&q2)=c(D, q1 , q2), if q1+q21, D<0, (1.6)
c(D, q1 , q2)=c(D0 , q1 , q2) (1.7)
provided
D, D0 # F, sgn D=sgn D0 , and D#D0 \mod r (r
3, 8)
(r, 8) + (1.8)
and
c (D, q1 , q2)=c (D, q1 , q2), (1.9)
where the bar denotes the complex conjugation.
Denote by C(D, q1 , q2) the set of all primitive characters  satisfying
(1.3) such that c {0.
Definition. For ==0 or 1, let P= be the set of all pairs (q1 , q2) satisfying
both (1.1) and
q1+q21 and q1 12 if q1=0 or D<0 (1.10)
such that card C(D, q1 , q2)== for at least one D # F prime to r.
The aim of the present paper is to prove
Theorem. The sets P0 and P1 are both finite. More precisely, P0 has 55
elements and P1 has 116 elements, as listed in Section 5.
The sets P= are of interest for the following reason.
For each ==0, 1 and (q1 , q2) # P= the set of all D # F prime to r satisfy-
ing card C(D, q1 , q2)== is, by virtue of (1.7), the intersection of F with
the union of some arithmetic progressions with the first term D0 and the
difference r((r3, 8)(r, 8)) sgn D0 . Hence the condition card C(D, q1 , q2)==
if fulfilled by one D # F prime to r is fulfilled by infinitely many such D.
The condition (1.10) is justified by the formulae (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6); it
permits us to retain in the theorem only essentially different cases.
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Moreover, card C(D0 , q1 , q2)=0, (D0 , r)=1, and (1.8) imply, by virtue
of (1.2), that
S(D, q1 , q2)=0. (1.11)
Further,
card C(D0 , q1 , q2)=1, (D0 , r)=1, (1.12)
and (1.8) imply, by virtue of (1.3) and (1.9) that
C(D, q1 , q2)=C(D0 , q1 , q2)=[/E],
where E is a fundamental discriminant satisfying
E | r, /E (&1)=&/D(&1),
hence (D, E)=1, DE<0. It follows by (1.2) that for D satisfying (1.8) we
have
S(D, q1 , q2)=c/E B1, /DE .
We now recall (for example see [6]) that for every fundamental discriminant
D<&4 we have
B1, /D=&h(D),
where h(D) is the class number of the field Q(- D) and infer that (1.8) and
(1.12) imply
h(ED)=cS(D, q1 , q2) (1.13)
(c=&c&1/E ). Now, relations of the form (1.11) and (1.13) have been studied
by many authors, see e.g. Berndt [1], Mitchell and Johnson [4], and
Hudson and Williams [3], mostly, but not exclusively, in the case
q2&q1=1r, |D| a prime. All pairs (q1 , q2) known to satisfy (1.1), (1.10),
and (1.11) for some D0 prime to r happen to belong to P0 and P0 does not
contain any new pair with q2&q1=1r. We do not know, however,
whether the conditions (1.1), (1.10), and (1.11) for some D prime, to r
imply (q1 , q2) # P0 . Also, we cannot say anything about relation (1.11)
with (D0 , r){1. On the other hand, as we shall show in Section 4, if
(q1 , q2) # P0 , card C(D0 , q1 , q2)=0, and (D0 , r)=1 then (1.8) implies
(1.11) without the condition D # F, for all non-square discriminants D.
Further, all known pairs (q1 , q2) satisfying (1.1), (1.10), and (1.13) for
fixed E, c, and some D0 # F prime to r happen to belong to P1 , and again
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we do not know whether these conditions imply (q1 , q2) # P1 . In this case,
however, there is a new relation with q2&q1=1r, namely
h(12D)=4 :
(112) |D|<n<(110) |D| \
D
n +
for all D # F, |D|#11 or 59 (mod 60).
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove three proposi-
tions on characters, in Section 3 we express S(D, q1 , q2) in the form (1.2)
obtaining the formulae for c , and in Section 4 we apply the results of
Sections 2 and 3 to prove the finiteness of the sets P0 and P1 . Section 5
consists of two tables, which for every (q1 , q2) # P= (==0, 1) give
arithmetic progression relevant to (1.11) or (1.13). In the former case r and
in the latter case e=E sgn D and c are also given.
Professor A. Granville has communicated to us that he also proved the
theorem of the paper in a somewhat different way. The second author
worked on the paper during his visits to the Carleton University, the
Louisiana State University, and the University of Georgia. He warmly
thanks Professors A. Granville and K. S. Williams for some helpful conver-
sations and the staff of the universities for their hospitality. The third
author was partially supported by Grant LEQSF(1995-97)-RD-A-09 from
the Louisiana Educational Quality Support Fund.
In the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 of the next section we have used
some hints from the referee which we gratefully acknowledge.
2. DIRICHLET CHARACTERS
In this section we prove three propositions giving the existence of
Dirichlet characters with certain properties. For definitions and basic facts
on Dirichlet characters we refer the reader to Hasse [2]. Throughout
the paper let ‘m denote a fixed primitive m th root of unity and . denote
the Euler totient function.
For a prime power P let gP be a generator of the group of characters
mod P, even if P=2:, :3. The following lemmas are implicit in
[2, Section 13, No. 6].
Lemma 1. For every positive integer m2 (mod 4) there exists a
primitive character of conductor m.
Lemma 2. If P= p: ( p an odd prime), then gkP has conductor P unless
.( p:)
.( p:&1) } k.
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Proposition 1. Let f be a positive integer with f2 (mod 4), and either
f |% 120 or 40 | f. Assume ==\1. Then there exists a non-real primitive
character  of conductor f such that
(&1)== and (2)2{1.
Lemma 3. For every positive integer f2 (mod 4), f |% 12, and every
==\1 there exists a primitive character ! of conductor f such that
!(&1)==.
Proof. By the assumption there exists a prime power P such that P | f,
(P, fP)=1 and P>4. By Lemma 1 there exists a primitive character !0 of
conductor fP. We now take
!=!0 g (3+=!0(&1))2P if P is odd,
!=!0 g (3+=!0(&1))24 gP if P is even.
By Lemma 2, if P>4 is odd, g2P has conductor P, hence ! has conductor
f. Moreover !(&1)==!0(&1)2==. K
Proof of Proposition 1. Assume first that f |% 120. Then there exists a
prime power P such that
P | f, P |% 120, \P, fP +=1. (2.1)
We distinguish two cases
(i) fP | 12,
(ii) fP |% 12.
In the case (i) there exists a primitive real character ! of conductor fP.
We take
={!g
(3+=!(&1))2
P ,
!g (3+=!(&1))24 gP ,
if P is odd,
if P is even,
and obtain (&1)==. Also  is not real since g2P (P odd) and gP (P even)
are not real. The same characters, by Lemma 2, have conductor P, hence
 is primitive of conductor f. If we had (2)2=1 it would follow P odd,
gP(2)4=1, hence 24#1 (mod P), contrary to (2.1).
In the case (ii) by Lemma 3 there exists a primitive character ! of
conductor fP such that !(&1)==gP(&1). We put
\=!g\1P .
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\ are primitive characters of conductor f, non-real since gP is not real.
Also \(&1)==. If we had \(2)2=1 for both signs, it would follow that
1=+(2)2 &(2)&2= gP(2)4,
hence 24#1 (mod P), contrary to (2.1).
It remains to consider the case 40 | f | 120. Here we take
={g5 g
(3&=)2
4 g8 ,
g3 g5 g (3+=)24 g8 ,
if f =40,
if f =120.
K
Proposition 2. Let k, f # N, (k, f )=1, k \1 (mod f ), and f odd,
f |% 3 } 5 } 17. For each ==\1 and ’=\1 there exists a non-real primitive
character  of conductor d such that d | f and
(&1)==, (k){’, and ( p)2{1 for all primes p
such that
p | 2 f and p |% d. (2.2)
If the condition (2.2) is restricted to p | f and p |% d then the condition
f |% 3 } 5 } 17 can be relaxed to f |% 3 } 5.
Proof. Let
f = ‘
h
i=1
p:ii ,
where the pi are distinct primes. We put p:ii =Pi , and
P=[Pi : 1ih],
T=[Pi : 1ih, k21 (mod Pi)],
and we shall consider successively three cases:
(i) T/3 [5, 17].
(ii) <{T/[5, 17].
(iii) T=<.
Case (i). Here there exists a P # P such that
k21 (mod P) and 281 (mod P). (2.3)
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We put
=12 ,
where
1(x)= ‘
pi |% P
1ih \
x
pi + ,
and
2= gP , if 1(&1)=&=, (2.4)
2= g2P , if 1(&1)== and either 1(k)=’
or k2&1 (mod P), (2.5)
2= g4P , if 1(&1)== and 1(k)=&’
and k2# &1 (mod P). (2.6)
The characters 1 and 2 are primitive mod >pi |% P pi and P, respectively,
and 2 is not real since ‘4.(P)  R. Hence  is not real and is primitive
mod d=>pi |% P p iP. Thus the only prime satisfying (2.2) is 2 and the
equality (2)2=1 would give
gP(2)8=1,
hence 28#1 (mod P), contrary to (2.3). Moreover,
(&1)=1(&1) 2(&1)==
and (k)=’ would imply
2(k)=’1(k),
which gives in the case (2.4) gP(k)=\1; in the case (2.5) either gP(k)2=1
or gP(k)2=&1 and k2 &1 (mod P) and in the case (2.6) gP(k)4=&1
and k2#&1 (mod P), which in cases (2.4) and (2.5) contradicts k21
(mod P). In case (2.6) we have k4#1 (mod P) and so gP(k)4=1, a
contradiction.
Before we proceed to the cases (ii) and (iii) we make the following
observation. Since f |% 28&1, there exists the least P # P such that
P |% 28&1. (2.7)
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Then if 1 is a character mod fP and c | 2, at least one of the characters
\=1 g\cP satisfies (2)
2{1; otherwise we should have
1=+(2)2 &(2)&2= g4cP (2),
hence 28#1 (mod P), contrary to (2.7).
Therefore, whenever in the following the exponent of gP divides 2 we
obtain (2)2{1, replacing gP by g&1P , if necessary.
Case (ii). Here we put
=
g25 g17 g
(3&=)2
P ‘
q # P"[5, 17, P]
g2q ,
if T=[5, 17] and 3  P,
g3 g25 g17 g
(3+=)2
P ‘
q # P"[3, 5, 17, P]
g2q ,
if T # [5, 17] and 3 # P,
gp g (3&=)2P ‘
q # P"[ p, P]
g2q ,
if T & [5, 17]=[ p] and 3  P,
g3 gp g (3+=)2P ‘
q # P"[3, p, P]
g2q ,
if T & [5, 17]=[ p] and 3 # P.
By Lemma 2,  is a primitive character of conductor f. The only prime
satisfying (2.2) is 2. Since ((3\=)2) | 2, a proper choice of gP gives
(2)2{1 and  is not real. Moreover,
(&1)=&(&1)(3&=)2=(&1) (3+=)2==,
and (k)=’ would imply
g17(k)2=(k)2=1, k2#1 (mod 17), if T=[5, 17],
or
gp(k)2=(k)2=1, k2#1 (mod p), if T & [5, 17]=[ p],
contrary to 17 # T, or p # T, respectively.
Case (iii). Here we assume without loss of generality that k#1
(mod Pi) for i j, k#&1 (mod Pi) for i> j and if 3 # [P1 , ..., Ph] then
3=P1 or 3=Ph . Since k \1 (mod f ) we have 1 j<h.
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If either 3  [P1 , ..., Ph] or 3=P1 , ’== or 3=Ph , ’=1 we put
= g (3&=’)2P1 g
(3&’)2
Ph
‘
h&1
i=2
gPi . (2.8)
By Lemma 2,  is a primitive character of conductor f, thus the only prime
satisfying (2.2) is 2. Since all the exponents on the right-hand side of (2.8)
divide 2, a proper choice of gP gives (2)2{1 and that  is not real.
Moreover,
(&1)=(&1)(3&=’)2 } (&1) (3&’)2==,
(k)=(&1) (3&’)2=&’.
If 3=P1 , ’=&=, and j>1 we put
= g3 gP2 g
(3&’)2
Ph
‘
h&1
i=3
g2Pi . (2.9)
By Lemma 2,  is a primitive character of conductor f, thus the only prime
satisfying (2.2) is 2. Since all the exponents on the right-hand side of (2.9)
divide 2, a proper choice of gP gives (2)2{1 and that  is not real.
Similar to the above we obtain (&1)== and (k)=&’.
Likewise, if Ph=3, ’=&1, and j<h&1 we put
= g3 g (3+=)2P1 gPh&1 ‘
h&2
i=2
g2Pi . (2.10)
By Lemma 2,  is a primitive character of conductor f, thus the only prime
satisfying (2.2) is 2. Since all the exponents on the right-hand side of (2.10)
divide 2, a proper choice of gP gives (2)2{1 and that  is not real.
Moreover,
(&1)=(&1)(3+=)2==, (k)=1.
If either
3=P1 , ’=&=, and j=1 (2.11)
or
3=Ph , ’=&1, and j=h&1 (2.12)
we put
=12 ,
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where
1(x)= ‘
pi |% 3P
1ih \
x
pi + ,
2=g (3+=1(&1))2P .
1 , 2 are primitive characters mod >pi |% 3P pi and P, respectively. Thus 
is a primitive character mod >pi |% 3P piP, non-real since ‘
2
.(P)  R. We have
(&1)=1(&1) 2(&1)=1(&1)(&1) (3+=1(&1))2==.
Moreover, (2.11) implies k#&1 (mod( f3)), (k)=1(&1) 2(&1)=
={’; (2.12) implies k#1 (mod( f3)), (k)=1{’. The only primes
satisfying (2.2) are 2 and 3 and the equalities (2)2=1, (3)2=1 would
give 24#1 (mod P) or 34#1 (mod P), P=5, contrary to (2.7).
This completes the proof of the proposition except for the last statement.
That follows by inspection of the argument, where the prime 17 is avoided
only because of the condition (2)2{1. K
Proposition 3. Let k, f # N, (k, f )=1, k\1 (mod f ), and either
f |% 16 } 3 } 5 or 16 } 5 | f. For each ==\1 there exists a non-real primitive
character  of conductor d, where d | f such that
(&1)==, (k){1, and ( p)2{1 for all primes p,
satisfying
p | f and p |% d. (2.13)
Proof. We shall distinguish four cases:
(i) f 0 (mod 4),
(ii) f #4 (mod 8),
(iii) f =2:f1 , where :3, f1 odd, f1 |% 15,
(iv) f =2:f1 , where f1 | 15 and either :5 or :=4, 5 | f1 .
For the sake of brevity in each case we only define a character  with
the required properties, leaving to the reader the actual verification.
Case (i). If f is odd it suffices to take in Proposition 2 ’=1. If f#2
(mod 4) it suffices in view of Proposition 2 to consider the case 17 | f | 510.
If k\1 (mod 17) or k# &1 (mod 17), ==&1, we put
= g (3+=)217 .
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If k#&1 (mod 17), ==1, there is a prime p | f such that k&1
(mod p). We put
= gp g17 .
If k#1 (mod 17), there is a prime p | f such that k  1 (mod p), p=3
or 5. We put
g3 g (3&=)217 , if p=3,
g25 g
(3+=)2
17 , if p=5, k#\2 (mod 5),
={g5 g (7&=)217 , if p=5, k#&1 (mod 5),and either f =170 or ==1,g3 g5 g17 , otherwise.
Case (ii). In Proposition 2 we replace f by f4, = by &= and ’ by g4(k).
If k\1 (mod( f4)) there exists by virtue of Proposition 2 a non-real
primitive character $ of conductor d such that d | f4 and
$(&1)=&=, $(k){ g4(k) (2.14)
and
$( p)2{1 for all primes p | ( f4), p |% d. (2.15)
If k#&1 (mod 4), k#1 (mod( f4)), or if k#1 (mod 4), k#&1
(mod( f4)), ==1, the properties (2.14) and (2.15) belong to every primitive
character $ mod f4 with $(&1)=&=. In each case the character
= g4$
satisfies the condition of the proposition.
In the remaining case k#1 (mod 4), k#&1 (mod( f4)), ==&1, there
exists a prime power P such that
P } f4 , \P,
f
4P+=1, P{3, 5.
We put
=12 ,
where
1(x)= ‘
p prime
p | ( f4P) \
x
p+ ,
2=g (3&1(&1))2P .
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Case (iii). If k\1 (mod f1) we argue as in the case :=2 above. If
k#1 (mod f1) we have k1 (mod 2:). We choose a character 2 mod 2:
such that 2(k){1 and then a non-real primitive character 1 mod f1 such
that
1(&1)==2(&1).
Then =12 has the required properties.
If k# &1 (mod f1) we have k&1 (mod 2:). We choose a non-trivial
character 2 mod 2: such that 2(&k){= and then a non-real primitive
character 1 mod f1 such that
1(&1)==2(&1).
The character =12 has the required properties.
Case (iv). If k \1 (mod 2:&1) we put
= g (3+=)24 g2: .
The same formula is good if k#1+2:&1 (mod 2:); or k#&1+2:&1
(mod 2:), ==1; or k#&1 (mod 2:), ==&1.
If k#&1+2:&1 (mod 2:), ==&1, we put
g4 g22: , if :5,
g5 g22: if :=4, k1 (mod 5),
={g5 g2: , if :=4, k#1 (mod 5), f =80,g3 g25 , if :=4, k#1 (mod 5), f =240, k#1(mod 3),g3 g4 g5 g2: , if :=4, k#1 (mod 5), f =240, k#&1 (mod 3).
If k#’ (mod 2:), ’#\1, ==1, then f1 has a prime factor p such that
k’ (mod p).
If :5, or if p=3, or if p=5= f1 we put
= g4 gp g2: .
If f =240, k#’ (mod 48), k’ (mod 5), ==1 we put
= g3 g5 g2: .
In the remaining case k#1 (mod 2:), ==&1, f1 has a prime factor p such
that k1 (mod p). We put
={gp g2: ,g5 g22: ,
if :5, or if p=3, or if p=5= f1 ,
otherwise.
K
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3. CHARACTER SUMS IN TERMS OF BERNOULLI NUMBERS
Let / be a Dirichlet character mod M and let N be a multiple of M. For
any integer r>1 prime to N and natural m we have the formula from [5]:
mrm&1 :
0<n<Nr
/(n) nm&1
=&Bm, /rm&1+
/ (r)
.(r)
:

 (&N ) Bm, /(N ), (3.1)
where the last sum is over all Dirichlet characters  mod r. Here for a
Dirichlet character %, Bm, % denotes the generalized Bernoulli number
attached to % and
Bm, % (X )= :
m
k=0 \
m
k + Bk, %X m&k.
Note that if the character % mod T is induced from a character %1 mod
some divisor of T, then we have
Bm, %=Bm, %1 ‘
p | T
(1&%1( p) pm&1), (3.2)
where the product is over all primes p dividing T. For more details see [5].
If m=1 and / is not trivial, formula (3.1) implies
:
0<n<Nr
/(n)=&B1, /+
/ (r)
.(r)
:

 (&N) B1, /
because for non-trivial characters % we have B0, %=0 and so B1, % (X )=
B1, % .
Let / be a nontrivial character of conductor M. Then the above identity
and (3.2) give
:
0<n<Nr
/(n)=&B1, /+
/ (r)
.(r)
:

 (&N ) ‘
q | r
(1&/(q)) B1, / , (3.3)
where the last sum is over all primitive characters  with conductor f such
that f | r and where  has parity opposite to that of / (B1, %=0 for even
non-trivial %).
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Let /=(D } ), where D{1 is a fundamental discriminant. We shall
consider sums of the form
S(D, q1 , q2)= :
q1 |D|<n<q2 |D|
\Dn + ,
where
q1 , q2 # Q; 0q1<q21,
qi=
ki
ri
, ri # N, ki # Z, (ki , ri)=1, (r i , D)=1 (i=1, 2).
We put r=l.c.m.(r1 , r2) and \=(r1 , r2), so that
r=
r1
\
} \ }
r2
\
and \r1\ ,
r2
\ +=1.
The formula (3.3) implies
Proposition 4. For r>1,
S(D, q1 , q2)=:

c B1, / ,
where the sum is over all primitive characters  with conductor f such that
f | r and (&1)=&/(&1) and where c are given by the formulae
1. if q1=0 (r1=1, k2=k, r2=r),
(a) and if  is trivial,
c=&1+
/(r)
.(r)
‘
q prime
q | r
(1&/(q));
(b) otherwise,
c=
/(r)  (&k |D| )
.(r)
‘
q prime
q | r
(1&/(q) (q)); (3.4)
2. if q1>0,
(a) and if f | \,
c=c$ } c" , (3.5)
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where
c$=/(\)  (&|D| ) ‘
p prime
q | \
(1&/(q) (q))
and
c" =
/(r2 \)  (k2)
.(r2)
‘
q prime
q | r2, q |% \
(1&/(q) (q))
&
/(r1 \)  (k1)
.(r1)
‘
q prime
q | r1, q |% \
(1&/(q) (q));
(b) and if f | r2 but f |% \,
c=
/(r2)  (&k2 |D| )
.(r2)
‘
q prime
q | r2
(1&/(q) (q)); (3.6)
(c) and if f | r1 but f |% \,
c=&
/(r1)  (&k1 |D| )
.(r1)
‘
q prime
q | r1
(1&/(q) (q)); (3.7)
(d) and if f |% r1 , f |% r2 , then c4=0.
Corollary 1. For all characters  satisfying (1.3) we have (1.4), (1.5),
and (1.6).
Proof. It follows by calculation from Proposition 4 that
c(D, 1&q2 , 1&q1)=& (&1) c(D, q1 , q2),
c(D, 0, 1&q2)= (&1) c(D, 0, q2),
c(D, q1 , 1&q2)=c(D, q1 , q2) if q1+q21 and (&1)=1,
and then we use the condition (&1)=&/(&1). K
Corollary 2. For all characters  satisfying (1.3), (1.8) implies (1.7).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4 that
c(D, q1 , q2)=c(D0 , q1 , q2),
provided /D(&1)=/D0(&1) and /D(q)=/D0(q) for all primes q | r. The
first condition gives sgn D=sgn D0 , the second D#D0 (mod 8) if q=2
and D#D0 (mod q) if q>2. K
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Corollary 3. For all characters  satisfying (1.3) we have (1.9).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4 since / is real. K
Corollary 4. If c(D, q1 , q2)=0 for all characters  with f | r and
(&1)=&/D(&1), then
S(/, q1 , q2)= :
q1m<n<q2m
/(n)=0
for every character / mod m induced from /D provided (m, r)=1.
Proof. It follows from (3.2) that the coefficient of B1, / in the represen-
tation of S(/, q1 , q2) as the linear combination of generalized Bernoulli
numbers derived from (3.3) is divisible by c(D, q1 , q2), hence 0. K
The last corollary justifies the remark made in the introduction about
non-fundamental discriminants D. Indeed, if D=D1s2, where D1 # F, then
(D } ) is induced from (D1  } ) and, assuming (s, r)=1, the residue class of
D1 s2 mod r((r3, 8)(r, 8)) is admissible in the sense of (1.8).
4. RESULTS
In this section we shall determine when card C(D, q1 , q2)=0 or 1. Recall
that r=l.c.m.(r1 , r2) and \=(r1 , r2).
Proposition 5. Let C=C(D, q1 , q2), where D # F, (D, r)=1, and
(q1 , q2) satisfy (1.1). Assume that r |% 8 } 3 } 5 and besides
(a) r{14, 18 if max[r1 , r2]=2 min[r1 , r2]#2 (mod 4),
(b) r{16, 48 if r1=r2=r, q1+q2 {1,
(c) D>0 if q1+q2=1.
Then C contains a non-real character and
Card C2.
Proof. It is enough to show that under the assumption of the theorem
there exists both an even and an odd primitive non-real character , such
that c=0. In view of (1.4) we may assume without loss of generality that
r1r2 . If k1=0 a required  exists by virtue of Proposition 1 and formula
(3.4). If k1>0 we consider four cases:
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(i) r1 |% r2 ,
(ii) r1 | r2 , r1 {r2 ,
(iii) r1=r2 , q1+q2 {1,
(iv) r1=r2 , q1+q2=1.
Case (i). In this case we have r1<r2 . If r2 |% 120 and r2 is odd or
divisible by 4 then by virtue of Proposition 1 we can find both an even and
an odd primitive non-real character  of conductor f=r2 . Moreover,
f |% \ (recall r1<r2) and it follows by (3.6) that for this , c {0. A similar
argument shows that we get a non-zero c if r1 |% 120 and r1 is odd or
divisible by 4. Then by virtue of Proposition 1 we can find a primitive non-
real character of prescribed parity of conductor f=r1 and by assumption
(i) we have f |% \. Here we can use formula (3.7) and it remains to consider
the cases when r2 |% 120, 2 & r2 or r1 |% 120, 2 & r1 .
If r2 |% 120 and 2 & r2 , by Proposition 1 we can find both an even and an
odd primitive non-real character  of conductor f=(r2 2) such that
(2){\1. Moreover, the divisibility (r2 2) | \ would imply r1=r2 or
r2=2r1 , which is not the case. Thus f |% \ and by virtue of (3.6) c {0.
If r1 |% 120 and 2 & r1 , by Proposition 1 we can find a primitive non-real
character of prescribed parity of conductor f=(r1 2) such that
(2){\1. If f |% \ we can use formula (3.7) and c {0. If (r1 2) | \ we
have (r1 2) | r2 and in consequence r2 |% 120. This case was considered
above.
Case (ii). Here we may assume that r2 |% 120 and by Proposition 1 we
can find both an odd and an even primitive non-real character of conduc-
tor f=(r2 2) such that (2){\1. If f |% \ we can use formula (3.6) and
c {0. The divisibility (r2 2) | \ implies (r2 2) | r1 and by assumption we
obtain r2=2r1 .
Let r2=2r1 and r2 |% 120. Then r2 is even. If r1 is divisible by 4, in virtue
of Proposition 1 we can find a non-real primitive character of prescribed
parity of conductor f=r2 . By assumption we have f |% \. Consequently we
can use formula (3.6) and c {0.
It remains to consider the case 2 & r2 (r1 odd). By virtue of Proposition 2
(for k=8), since by (a) r1 |% 7 and r1 |% 9 we can find a primitive non-real
character  of prescribed parity of conductor d | r1 such that (8){ &/(2)
and (q)2{1 for all primes q such that q | r1 and q |% d. By virtue of formula
(3.5) it follows easily that c$ {0 for this . We shall prove the same for c"
by contradiction. The equality c"=0 would imply
/(2)  (k2)(1&/(2) (2))& (k1)=0,
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and in consequence
(k)+(2)=/(2), (4.1)
where k2 #kk1 (mod d ). Therefore we obtain
|(t)+1|=1,
where k#2t (mod d ) and hence
Re (t)=&12 .
Therefore (t)=‘\13 and (k)=‘
\1
3 (2). Substituting it into formula (4.1)
gives
(2)=&/(2) ‘\13 ,
which implies
(8)=&/(2),
a contradiction.
Case (iii). Here in view of (3.5) we have
c$=/(r)  (&|D| ) ‘
q | r
(1&/(q) (q))
and
.(r) c"= (k2)& (k1).
Let k denote a natural number such that 1kr&1 and k2 #kk1
(mod r). Since q1<q2 , q1+q2 {1 we have k2 \k1 (mod r), k\1
(mod r). By (b), r |% 240 or 80 | r, hence by virtue of Proposition 3 we can
find a non-real primitive character  of prescribed parity of conductor d | r
such that (k){1 and (q)2{1 for all primes q | r and q |% d. Hence we
have c$ {0 and c" {0, and in consequence c {0.
Case (iv). Here by (c) we have /(&1)=1, hence all characters  in
question are odd and .(r) c"=2 (k2){0. Since r |% 8 } 3 } 5, by Proposi-
tion 1 there exists an odd primitive non-real character  of conductor
r((r, 4)(r2, 4)) with (2)2{1 if 2 & r. For this character we have c$ {0
and in consequence c {0. K
Proof of the Theorem. Proposition 5 implies that there is only a small
finite set of (q1 , q2) satisfying (1.1) for which cardC(D, q1 , q2)<2 for at
least one D # F prime to r (with D>0 if q1+q2=1). It is now an easy
matter to write a computer program to find given q1 , q2 , the congruence
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|D| must satisfy to make at most one of the c {0. The results of such a
search are presented in the next section. It follows from them that if we
only require card C2, the conditions on r in Proposition 5 can be relaxed
to r |% 4 } 3 } 5, r{8, 24, and both (a), (c). K
Remark. Using Proposition 5 one can find all pairs (q1 , q2) such that
C(D, q1 , q2) consists only of real characters for at least one D in F prime
to r. For such pairs and for all D in F from a certain arithmetic progression,
S(D, q1 , q2)= :
k
i=1
aih(&ei |D| ),
where the coefficients ai , ei do not depend on D.
5. TABLES
The following table lists values for r, q1 , q2 , s0 , and m such that
0q1<q2 , q1+q21 and q2 12 if q1=0, r is the least common
denominator of q1 , q2 and
:
q1 |D|<n<q2 |D|
\Dn +=0,
for all fundamental discriminants D{1 (in fact, for all non-square
discriminants D) such that |D|#s0 (mod m). For q2> 12 we exclude D>0.
There are 55 such formulae.
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In the following table we list values for e, q1 , q2 , c, s0 , and m such that
0q1<q2 , q1+q21, q2 12 if q1=0,
c :
q1 |D|<n<q2 |D|
\Dn +=h(&e |D| ),
for all fundamental discriminants D{1 relatively prime to r such that
|D|#s0 (mod m), e |D|>4, and if m is odd, D has the prescribed sign. For
q2> 12 we exclude D<0. We list 222 such formulae involving 116 different
pairs (q1 , q2). The section number sign ‘‘9’’ (resp., dagger ‘‘-’’) means that
D<0 (resp., D>0).
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